Entrust nShield hardware security module health check and training

HIGHLIGHTS

• Certify the health of your Entrust hardware security module (HSM) deployment
• Understand your deployment configuration
• Mitigate risk with training from encryption experts
• Improve business continuity readiness

Faced with the challenges of system and hardware updates, virtualization, and staff changes, it can be more difficult to maintain systems than to deploy them. Yet, with encryption and digital signatures serving as the foundation for many compliance and security programs, system downtime or an operational misstep could lead to failed audits or even lost data. Ensuring the health of vital systems is a necessity—not a luxury.

The Entrust HSM health check and training verifies the health of your Entrust nShield® hardware security module (HSM) deployment and leaves your team with the knowledge to keep systems maintained. As part of a two day, on-site engagement, an Entrust consultant will review your deployment, provide written recommendations for system maintenance, and train your staff with the latest materials. When complete, you’ll have more confidence that your configurations are valid and that your team is adequately trained to maintain your HSMs.

Get the most from your support and maintenance renewal

With Entrust HSM health check and training, you extend the value of support and maintenance by preparing your team with the knowledge to handle common tasks and keep your systems optimized. Additionally, an Entrust professional services (PS) consultant will document your system and make recommendations, saving your team’s time while helping you enhance business continuity readiness.

Encryption expertise

Entrust PS leverages its unmatched expertise to drive successful projects. Our team is led by system architects and senior consultants. All of our consultants have solid project management skills along with a deep understanding of Entrust solutions and best practices for encryption and key management.

Proven methodology

Entrust PS follows a proven methodology that starts with an understanding of your business needs. Throughout each project, we leverage industry standards, lessons learned from years of experience, and our best-in-class technology. And Entrust consulting engagements are designed to provide the operational integration and support needed to realize maximum value from Entrust solutions.
Global experience

From data encryption to key management to digital signatures, Entrust has deployed global security solutions across industries and technology environments. Entrust PS is experienced in meeting the distinct demands of the most security-conscious sectors, including financial services, government, and manufacturing.

Related services

The encryption experts at Entrust can help you achieve your data protection goals. Entrust PS offerings include:

- Enterprise solution design and implementation: Entrust PS has the knowhow to design, develop, and deploy complete encryption and key management solutions across your enterprise

- Deployment and review services: fast and cost-effective, these services allow you to realize more value from time-constrained data protection initiatives

- Policy and process design: Entrust consultants help you design or enhance data protection policies and processes to support business continuity, key management, and validation of deployments to best practices

Service overview

The Entrust HSM health check and training is a two-day, on-site engagement to evaluate the configuration and health of a Entrust HSM deployment. The service includes hands-on training to enable ongoing maintenance and operation.

Service deliverables

A qualified Entrust professional services consultant will:

Review

- Evaluate your existing deployment configuration
- Compare configurations with Entrust best practices

Train

- Deliver hands-on training that covers the installation, use, and maintenance of nShield HSMs

Recommend

- Deliver a report with configuration and deployment architecture
- Recommended changes where required

Learn more

To find out more about Entrust nShield HSMs visit entrust.com/HSM. To learn more about Entrust’s digital security solutions for identities, access, communications and data visit entrust.com

Learn more at entrust.com/HSM